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Off And Pacing is the most exciting addition
to Harness Racing since the pick four. It has
those inside and around the industry buzzing
while creating a renewed passion for the sport.
At its core, Off And Pacing is a simulation APP for IOS and Android devices which
allows users to create and manage their own
standardbreds while watching the progression through each season. It was launched as a
Beta version back in January and has amassed
nearly 2,000 active users almost exclusively
through word of mouth.
“The harness racing community is incredible,” said creator Ryan Clements, who admitted that the game has grown more quickly
than he could have expected. “It was definitely
a pain point, but it forced us to get a new server
more quickly. It was a mixed blessing.”
Off And Pacing has developed a strong
following throughout all levels of the harness
racing hierarchy—From top drivers and
trainers like Yannick Gingras (Gingras3 is his
stable name) and Casie Coleman (West Wins)
to owners and grooms. Gingras is as active as
any owner in the game, constantly claiming
and buying horses. His desire to win carries
over from the track. “I want to win them all,
“said Gingras, laughing.
“Every morning when I get up I enter my
horses and put some claims in,” said Coleman.

‘Dan’ gets new users started when they
open the game for the first time.
“It is a fun game that helps pass the time when
nothing is going on.”
Owner and caretaker Cory Stratton, who
says he has recruited about a dozen people to
the game, loves the idea that he can be the top
owner in the sport. “I love that it’s harness
racing and it gives you a chance to own
anything that in real life isn’t possible. I like
being on it way better than reading stuff on
social media.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Off And Pacing appeals to the younger demographic we need
CONTINUED from page 1

As an industry that is constantly reminded
of the need to “get younger,” Off And Pacing
provides that avenue. In a recently completely
Twitter survey on who is actually playing the
game, almost 60% of the respondents replied
that they were under 35 years old. That likely
doesn’t even include those 10 and under who
are being exposed but aren’t yet on Twitter.
Gingras’ kids, who are ages 12 and under,
have been playing the game. “They love it,”
said Gingras, who only had to explain the
basics to his youngest child. “They enter
horses and watch them race, but most of their
horses aren’t very good, which is discouraging.”
“I think so,” said 22-year-old driver Drew
Monti when asked if this game could appeal
to people of his generation. “I know a lot of
people my age in the sport like it. Being so
easily accessible through your phone makes
a big difference.
“I would absolutely recommend it and
help my immediate friends outside of horse
racing. I think once they understand it,
they’d enjoy it.”
Clements said that the game seems to be
attracting those outside the sport as well.
That was one of the driving forces behind his
decision to pursue the venture.
“At least 100 (of 2,000 active beta users) have
nothing direct to do with Harness Racing
and they are addicted to it from watching
their activity. What I’ve seen is that many
of them have a first degree connection to the
sport. They are usually a friend of a driver
or trainer who wasn’t interested in harness
racing prior to the game,” said Clements, who
comes from a racing family that includes his
grandfather Norm Clements (owner of the
great Cam Fella) and his father Dan Clements (trainer/driver).
Clements inherited that same passion for
the sport and Off And Pacing is his expression of that love. He sees the game as a way to
expand the reach of Harness Racing through
more basic emotions than simply gambling.
“That is one of my main motivations behind
this game,” said Clements, “And it’s one of
the main reasons I’m keeping gambling out
of the game. I want people to fall in love with
the sport itself.
“One of the main reasons I find it hard
to get friends interested in horse racing is
because it is 100% focused on the betting. I
turn on the TV and it’s the most boring thing
in the world for them to watch. There are no
storylines talked about and no personalities
like other sports focus on. Just ‘the Hi-5 pool
has a carryover of $XX,XXX, superfecta and
trifecta wagering available’ and ‘here’s my
pick four ticket. I singled the 2 in the third
leg.’ They might as well be speaking a foreign
language.”
Of course, Clements also lives in the
real world and is looking to make a buck to
support his family. The 30-year-old is hoping
to eventually reach 10,000 active players
when the game officially launches in the next
few days (they are hoping to soft launch on

Friday, April 28) and perhaps venture into a
Thoroughbred version in the future with the
goal of reaching a larger audience.
“I thought it was best to hit the niche
market first, also because I’m a harness guy,”
said Clements. “If we can perfect the game for
a year, then we can explore a Thoroughbred
APP down the road.”
The path to success for Clements requires
users to buy coins that will assist them in
advancing in the game faster. Currently a
new player would start off with a free horse
and 40,000 coins, but if you want to immerse
yourself in the Off And Pacing experience,
unless you get a champion with your first
two horses, it could take a couple of months
without visiting the coin store.
“The majority will play for free, but certain
people will want to be competitive and spend
to be at the top of the leaderboard,” said Clements. “If you look at a game like Game of War,
these popular games average about $400 per
player. People are quick to spend $1 on a game
to have a better experience.
“We expect the main driver of income to
be the 200,000 coins (current maximum cost
for a horse) it costs to instantly buy a horse.
That part becomes sort of addictive to some
players as they search for a top horse. Once
we launch, people will have the ability to buy
large amounts of coins instantly at rather
cheap costs.
“Everyone will have their own style on
how they want to play,” he continued. “At this
point, I get 5 to 10 messages a day on why coin
purchases aren’t available, so there is definitely a desire to buy them.”
The game play itself is still evolving
with each passing day. With the help of his
increasing beta testing community, this
writer included, hundreds of bugs have been
weeded out and nearly as many enhancements have been put in place.

Each new user starts off with a free horse
and 40,000 coins to purchase more horses.
As Clements grows his development team
(he just added one person and another is
coming on board next week), new features
will continue to be introduced via updates,
including more dynamic drivers and perhaps
the ability to give drivers instructions before
the race.
Currently a new player is greeted by a
picture of a driver who invites the user to
create a new horse to start their stable. The
player may use their imagination to come up
with an original name and get started, but
the game can get a bit confusing for a racing
“newbie” once the horse is created.
“We haven’t explained anything. We need
to go over it and polish it to make it friendlier for all users,” said Clements, who added
that his team has a rough mapped out idea
for explaining the fundamentals of playing.
“We are behind on that. We decided to soft
launch the game first and catch up on it in
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Mastering the game play on Off And Pacing takes some time
CONTINUED from page 3

the coming weeks. Eventually it will walk
you through the game and technical harness
racing jargon.
“You know how ‘Dan’ is there when you
create your stable. He will probably walk new
users through the basics of how to enter races,
read programs and anything like that.”
Once you have the basic knowledge, from
personal experience, it is easy to become
engulfed in the action. From season one when
I started playing back on January 25 (each 24
hour period contains two weeks and a year in
the game lasts 26 days), I found myself rooting just as hard for one of my top horses as I
would if I was rooting home a longshot while
holding the winning ticket.
Of course it helps to “luck into” a good one
from the start and I did with a filly named
Jemily, who earned over a million coins for
my Boom Town stable. After a couple of years
searching for the next champion, as season
four comes to a close, I’m sitting with the best
2-year-old in the game (Just A Rumble) and
hoping for a win in the 1,000,000 coin Prince
Lee Final. The excitement is real . . . or at

The Off And Pacing founder also sees
further integration between fantasy and
reality in the future. An idea to broadcast
major Off And Pacing stakes between races
at tracks could help to pass the time for
people hanging out at their local track. “We
are looking to broadcast the races on the
infield toteboard at Woodbine or Meadowlands down the road. We’ll definitely stream
the top races live on Twitter and Facebook.
We are also having James Witherite record
sound bites for race calls,” said Clements.
“Down the road I think we’ll be able to
simulate a real race, the same as EA Sports
does with a hockey game” said Clements,
least it feels real.
“We want to keep that true emotion; the
feeling of anticipation of the two minutes or
so when your horse is racing. I think so far
we are tapping into that a little bit,” said
Clements.
There is a clear learning curve to mastering the game and Clements has been very
open in listening to new ideas to enhance the
experience even further. Ultimately he hopes
Off And Pacing can create a new audience for
the sport and perhaps even provide a testing
ground for what will help Harness Racing
succeed.
“I’m hoping we can experiment with
things, find out how to make the sport more
exciting, and then get the industry to give it
a shot for real,” said Clements, who has partnered with many real-life tracks to include
them in the game and create awareness for
the sport. Hoosier Park and The Meadowlands are already incorporated and other
tracks have signed up as well.

adding that it could be used as a potential
handicapping tool of sorts.
For now, as the clock ticks down to the official launch of Off And Pacing, Clements is
just excited to have been able to put two of his
passions to good use.
“I’m putting my best effort in,” said Clements, who has worked all hours of the day and
night to see this project to fruition. “I’ve been
a software developer for years, building stuff
I’m not passionate about. I just had a baby
and it worked out to be a good time to get a
little team together and give this a shot. I’m
trying hard to make it work because I love
doing this.”

Secrets to playing Off And Pacing
While anyone can simply enter the Off
And Pacing APP and play without issue,
there are many little details to the game
that you won’t be able to immediately
understand without some help. With that
in mind, below are some hints to playing
the game. Plus, here is a link to frequently
asked questions.
• Each horse has four bars that describe
their strengths and abilities. From top
to bottom they are Speed, Stamina, Gate
Speed and Heart. By far the most important characteristic is Speed.
• Horses improve gradually over a short or
long period of time. A great 2-year-old may
only be great for one or two seasons. A bad
2-year-old may become a great 4-year-old.
• Enter horses where they can win.
While it is tempting to race a horse over its
head to get an extra start, you are better off

missing a week and classifying properly.
• Enter horses as soon as possible. The
longer you wait the lower your chances
will be of racing in the current week.
• There are horses for courses. Certain
horses will race better on a half-mile track
than perhaps a mile track.
• It is better to buy new 2-year-olds at the
start of the year since if you get a good one
you’ll be able to earn money the entire year
rather than potentially missing out if that
horse plateaus early. That said, whether
you buy the horse on week 1 or week 50,
the horses’ stats will be the same on week
50 regardless.
• Horses can race as much as allowed
without tiring. You can’t over-race them.
• Look for horses in claiming races without many starts. People tend to give up on
horses too quickly.

Perhaps handicappers are the ones with poor judgment
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
It’s easy to be a Saturday morning quarterback. Simply follow the Friday results and
plug in your own criteria to explain away a
loss or support a correct decision.
That handicappers and gamblers were in
a social media frenzy following the seventh
race at The Meadowlands on April 21 was not
surprising. The 7-10 betting favorite Penpal
had not been exposed to much visual air time
on the screen as the eventual 1-2 finishers
raced off and dominated the race. The fast
closing Penpal came into clear view only late
in the stretch as the camera panned away
from the leaders and gave the punters the
trifecta fill.
It was an outrage to some that driver Pat
Lachance would leave some of the bettors
high and dry. Some suggested that because
of the amount wagered on the race that
Lachance should actually be set down for his
driving choice.
The debate I was having with myself at
this moment was what culpability does the
betting public have for reaching it’s own
conclusions?
In other words, how does the amount of
money wagered by one or two individuals
become the lone voices of reason?
Isn’t it possible that those that backed the
horse to such odds could have erred in judgment or not even be the majority of bettors?
There were programs disseminated in
advance and though Penpal had entered the
race with consecutive victories in her previous lines this year, she hadn’t in fact met up
with a similar group of horses. Most notably
the 4-year-old debut of last year’s Breeders
Crown winner Call Me Queen Be, though
handicapped in the draw with post seven.
Call Me Queen Be qualified back exceptionally well for the Ross Croghan stable, a barn
that has proven to be ready at first asking.
Call Me Queen Be was in a different league
than Penpal a year ago but somehow when
the two were behind the gate on Friday night
bettors (some) opted to Penpal at 3-5 versus
Call Me Queen Be at 7-5.
There’s more to look at if you’re interested
in details as opposed to emotions. Call Me
Queen Be may not have been the best 3-yearold filly in North America last year, but she
was certainly in the conversation. Without
question, while not the best she was the absolute quickest out of the gate of anyone in her
class last year. So drawing post seven was not
an obstacle for her, while at the same time
Penpal could not be expected to be off with the
same velocity given her disdain for leaving
shown in her first two appearances this year.
That Penpal finished third was more than
likely a direct result of Lachance’s charge
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Penpal caused a big stir on social media after a conservative steer from Pat Lachance.
being backed up early by gaps in the field
through the soft second quarter. Now second
guessers, a group I’ve belonged to for some
time, will suggest that Lachance in fact fell
asleep while the pace slowed and never gave
his mare a chance by staying glued to the
pylons through the abysmally slow opening
half.
While that may be true, given the 54-second
final half posted in the race it’s unlikely
Penpal would have ever been able to get the
advantage over the two pacesetters in the
final sprint. Penpal raced every bit as well as
she had in her first two starts but lacked a sub
25-second quarter.
Inittowinafortune was able to outsprint
Call Me Queen Be in a 26 1/5 final quarter for
the victory.
Complaining about how a driver chooses to
drive is everyday fare in my circles and the
Lachance drive was no exception. Patrick,
unlike his Hall of Fame father, has never
won a dash title. He has driven his own stock
conservatively for the most part and only
becomes aggressive when dropping in class.
In reality Patrick has been extremely consistent if not spectacular in the bike and quite
often that consistency leads him to sit third
or fourth on the rail at Yonkers and pick up
a check.
That bettors this past Friday night cast
aspersions on Lachance’s decision making
reflects the type of knee-jerk reactions that
social media has a way of helping to explode. I
couldn’t locate commentators willing to have
anyone’s gambling privileges suspended for
over-betting a strict closer on a known speedfavoring track.
Ironically one race earlier Crazy Wow was
sent off as the odds-on choice helping elevate
the payoff of eventual winner Tuonoblu Rex
to a very generous 2-1. The victor was making
his U.S. debut off a sensational qualifier that

had social media abuzz. Past performances
showed that Crazy Wow was a winner just
one time in 14 starts last year, but that didn’t
dissuade some from pounding his number
and helping inflate the winner’s odds.
The last lesson is that our sport is based
on many opinions and not just one. To those
that left Penpal off of their ticket because she
wasn’t going to leave, it was a brilliant decision. To those that witnessed Tuonoblu Rex’s
qualifier and loved the price for his first
success, it was vindication.
Handicapping is about predicting what
others will do. Often it’s about going against
the main way of thinking in order to achieve
a higher price.
The judges don’t need to be called in every
time a horse is sent off as the favorite. Now,
more often than not, it would probably not be
beneficial for drivers to look at the tote board
before planning out their strategy.
Hey, it’s not just bettors that are having
difficulty figuring out the odds for a specific
race. Look at that poor computer program
that has replaced humans making the morning lines at harness tracks. That computer
continues to spit out data that makes little
sense to me. That the computer didn’t recognize Missile J as the obvious betting favorite
in Saturday’s George Morton Levy final was
shocking to me. Perhaps even more egregious
was the computer’s utter disdain for Mackenzie A, the winner of the Blue Chip Matchmaker final at Yonkers on Saturday. Somehow despite a favorable draw the computer
saw Mackenzie A as a 20-1 morning line
outsider. Handicappers obviously disagreed
with the machine and sent off the champ at a
realistic 5-1 price point.

Check out an opposing view from
Darin Zoccali on page 7
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Transparency will avoid conflicts on both sides of the track
AT THE TRACK
By Darin Zoccali
@AtTheTrack7
Transparency is important in all aspects
of life, both professional and personal. A
marriage cannot work without transparency, neither can a professional relationship
between employees. If you are having financial problems, is it better to tell your wife or
pretend like everything is OK and wait for
her to open a notification in the mail? If you
are a high-school student who didn’t prepare
well for the mid-term, is it better to tell your
parents the morning of the exam that you
didn’t put the work in, or tell them you expect
to do very well and wait for the bad results?
If you have to make a presentation at work,
are you better telling your boss ahead of time
that you aren’t quite ready, or should you try
to go through with it, even though you know
you aren’t prepared?
The sport of horse racing is no different. In
a time where perception is widely accepted
as fact, transparency is essential in order to
secure that perception as legitimate. Over
the last two months, there have been several
occurrences on the racetrack that have
diminished the legtimacy of the product in
the eyes of bettors.
Sean Bier was suspended for 15 days
(currently under appeal), for “carelessness”
pertaining to his drive of Wind of the North
on March 3 at The Meadowlands. That drive
was a third-place finish (beaten eight lengths)
on a 3/5 favorite after being last through the
opening three-quarters of a mile of the race.
On April 14 in the first race (a pace) at
The Meadowlands, Windsun Brooklyn, a
4/5 favorite driven by Pat Lachance, and All
About The Pace, the 9/5 second-choice driven
by Brett Miller, were second to last and last
through a 59 3/5 half-mile. Windsun Brooklyn subsequently broke in the stretch while
trying to rally and All About The Pace rallied
late to finish a well-beaten third. The result
of the race and specifically the drives administered to the two favorites sparked a flurry
of comments from bettors on Twitter.
Just last Friday, April 21, Pat Lachance
drove 3/5 favorite Penpal in the seventh race
at The Meadowlands. The mare was taken
back to last and remained there through
pedestrian fractions for that class of race (a
57 2/5 half mile). She wasn’t asked to move
until the field entered the stretch, where she
had no chance of winning and passed a few to
finish third, beaten six lengths while pacing
her final quarter in 25 3/5. Once again, social
media exploded with comments from many.
Harness racing faces a real issue and the
problem is not that drivers are cheating or
aren’t trying, the problem is a lack of transparency and that horsemen and bettors could
not be further apart on what is transpiring
on the racetrack.

Horsemen Twitter comments
@JohanssonStable: “He always drives that
mare like that, so an educated bettor would
know that….that’s why the media needs to
do a better job communicating with trainers
and drivers to better inform the bettor.”
@nwbloodstock: “Once they hit the half in
57 2/5, do you really think he could have
done something…do u moan as much when
a QB misses the open receiver?
@jdharness “Your argument for this can literally be taken to any sport. If a basketball
player doesn’t hustle back on D, is he trying
not to win?”
@teamsracing: “You have to look at fractions. You can’t pull 1st up into slow fractions. Maybe we should mic drivers so we
can hear their decisions live?”

Tweets from bettors
@bighorsehunter: “He doesn’t always
drive her this way…he pulled at the ½ the
last two starts and even on/near lead in a
few last yr.”
@pullthepocket: “I’m having trouble understanding how for a horse to go first up it
has to be a machine.”
@JTMassey79: “Because they don’t care
about the bettors. It’s the complete disconnect. They’re protecting investment and
nursing; not racing to win.”
@joepavs209: “He should not be allowed to
drive. He continuously does this. He did the
same thing last week in the first race.”
As you can see, these comments represent
two completely different viewpoints regarding the same drive. But who is right and who
is wrong? Unfortunately, it’s not that simple.
Horsemen will always view a race as horsemen and bettors as bettors. But, when a
driver steps onto a racetrack with a horse,
who is he responsible to? Is he responsible
to the trainer/owner giving him the drive?
Or is he responsible to the bettors wagering
their hard-earned dollars on his horse? If the
answer is both, how do we make that work? (I
tried to contact New Jersey Racing Commission Executive Director Frank Zanzuccki on
this subject, but he did not respond by the
deadline for this column.)
The answer is transparency. These issues
do not occur in other nations. Whether it
be because of constant interviews in which
drivers state their tactical intentions with a
horse, or other jurisdictions where you have

to literally report on a horses fitness to the
betting public, there is transparency.
I am not suggesting that every minute of
a horse’s life has to be documented. But if
a trainer was bringing a horse into a race
where he knew the horse needed a start
and planned to instruct his driver to race
that horse accordingly, is that not invaluable information to the betting public? If
a trainer is going to tell that driver, “take
back, make one late move, I want to see how
this horse finishes. We need to build him/
her back up,” shouldn’t the betting public
know that?
Sure, there are times where to an advanced
handicapper these situations are obvious.
But there also times where they are not.
What about the novice handicapper? What
about the young couple at the track out for a
good time who just sees that a horse won her
last two starts and doesn’t have an understanding of certain intangibles? Horsemen
need to understand that not everyone betting
their product is a savvy handicapper who can
predict these scenarios.
Here is my suggestion: Prior to the final
program being printed, if a trainer is going
to instruct a driver to race a horse conservatively and winning is not a priority this time
around, it needs to be documented and made
available to the public. I am not saying that
a bettor needs to know how a horse trained
and the trainers opinion on if his/her horse
can win. I am simply saying that if a trainer
is sending a horse onto the racetrack where
his full intention is anything other than
trying to win that race and that instruction
is passed on to the driver, the betting public
needs to know. I promise you, no bettor
would be upset if this were a universal practice.
My opinion, of course, comes as a bettor.
We need to remember that the bettors are
harness racing’s only customers. As a bettor
of thoroughbred racing, I will add that while
I have questioned the judgment of jockeys in
races, I cannot remember ever coming away
from a thoroughbred racing thinking that a
jockey did not try to win. I cannot say the
same thing for harness racing.
Lastly and most importantly, I want to
address the comments on twitter that referenced betting on other sports and I want to
be very clear. People that bet on the NFL or
the NBA are not customers of the NFL or
the NBA because the major sports leagues
do not receive direct revenue from those
wagering dollars. Are there people watching the games because they bet on them?
Sure, but not one penny from that wager
goes into the pocket of the sports leagues.
Therefore the NFL, NBA, etc. owe nothing in
terms of responsibility to the people betting
on their product. Harness racing has one
source of revenue (we aren’t talking about
casino subsidies for purses). That source of
revenue is the handle on their races and if
you ask me, that makes the bettor the single
most important person in harness racing
and they deserve transparency.

Enterprise has out-of-this-world potential for Melander
By Jay Bergman
Over the last few weeks, The Meadowlands
has been the place to be for sophomore stakes
horses returning to action. That is, The Meadowlands qualifiers for the most part have been
inundated with horses preparing for the major
races to come this summer. To our surprise,
there was one race last week that happened to
take place at night which offered a glimmer of
hope for those looking for “new” talent.
When Enterprise hit the track before his
3-year-old debut he had a definitive presence.
If horses have body language, Enterprise
seemed an “Alpha-type” scoring down as if he
was the only horse on the track.
In his sophomore debut Enterprise showed
speed and authority in abundance, cruising
to a two-move romp in a career best 1:54 2/5
mile. Time and fractions can get you into trouble especially at this time of the year, but what
separated Enterprise was the ease in which he
accomplished the feat.
Trainer Marcus Melander liked what he
saw in his trotter.
“I’m really happy with this horse. Last year
when I got him in August he was very immature. Over the course of his 2-year-old season
he kept growing and I had a hard time getting
him to understand what he needed to do,”
Melander said.
One example of Melander’s struggles was a
horse that bolted towards the exit before his
work was done. “He just didn’t understand
what it was all about.”
But Melander had a duty to get Enterprise
ready as a 2-year-old even if his time to race
would come near the end of the year. “It was
important for me to try to get a race into him
for the owners. They had to make decisions
about staking and it is difficult if the horse is
just training,” Melander said.
After a qualifier in late November at The
Meadowlands, Melander sent Enterprise to
Harrah’s Philadelphia where he romped by
open lengths in a 1:58 1/5 mile. “If you watch
him in that race he was going in and out the
entire way,” said Melander, who obviously
knew he needed to continue with lessons.
Some trainers turn horses out for a period of
time but Melander, thanks to his tenure first
with his uncle Stefan Melander in Sweden
and then when he came to the States a few
years ago with Jimmy Takter, has a different
approach. “I like to keep training them. I don’t

Enterprise cruised to an easy 1:54 2/5 win in his 2017 debut at The Meadowlands.
stop or turn them out,” Melander said.
So while others were relaxing, Enterprise
was getting his conditioning and improving
from day to day.
“He’s a tank,” said Melander of the $100,000
yearling purchase, a son of Chapter Seven.
Melander wanted to give the horse a few
races before stakes season began and after
qualifying him at The Meadowlands put Tim
Tetrick in the bike for last Friday’s first excursion. “Tim liked him a lot,” said Melander.
As interesting as that is Tetrick would
appear to be committed to another son of
Chapter Seven, that being last year’s champion and pre-season Hambo choice Walner.
Melander was quick to point out the obvious to
those who started the Hambletonian conversation after Friday’s victory. “It was just a nonwinners race,” said Melander. “Right now I’d
like to get another start into him at The Meadowlands next week and maybe another before
the first New York Sire Stakes at Vernon at the
end of May.”
Long term Melander is hoping his colt
will stay sound and healthy, clearly the most
important factor in any sophomore trotter
once speed is a given. “We do have him staked
outside of the New York Sire Stakes,” said
Melander, who trains at Hall of Famer Stanley Dancer’s old farm, purchased by his dad a
few years back.
Enterprise has trained on the half and
Melander is confident he’ll get around the

Lisa Photo

four-turn ovals well on the Sire Stakes circuit.
The 25-year-old trainer has a stable of 30
horses with 13 2-year-olds likely to be ready
for baby race activity in early June. Along
with Enterprise he’s excited about Long Tom’s
return. Last September Marcus guided Long
Tom, a son of Muscle Hill, to a 1:56 1/5 score.
Two weeks later the colt was a Grand Circuit
winner with Tetrick winning a division of the
Bluegrass in 1:55 2/5.
Those were the highlights of the season for
Long Tom. “He got sore towards the end of
the season and made breaks in the Breeders
Crown and The Matron,” said Melander.
“Long Tom will qualify on Saturday and
I’m excited to see how he does,” said Melander.
As far as comparing last year’s stakes
winner to this year’s early season potential
star, they are completely different.
“Long Tom tends to be very easy on himself
but he’ll go when you ask him,” said Melander.
“Enterprise wants to go full speed all of the
time.”
While Melander does enjoy driving, he’s
taken a reasonable approach to that side of his
resume in the U.S. “Sure I like to drive and I
will sit behind some of these in qualifiers, but
it’s better to have those with more experience
drive them in the big races,” Melander said.
The sophomore trotting season is just
getting started and it should be interesting to
see how the old faces come back and just how
competitive the new ones will be.
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Mr. Exotic at Meadowlands
Saturday, November 19, 2016
In the 10nd Race Exacta, box TOTALLY DREAMY, NORTHERN PRIZE
and STIMULUS PLAN.
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QUIK PULSE DAISY (7500CLM) was locked in the pocket and never had a
clear shot to stretch her legs.
FIRST BEST (7500CLM) flashed good speed while part of a quick pace,
yielded and came uncovered on the final turn to no avail; tough trip loss.
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tfia=pjfib (3rd Race) Trotting gelding will try to get back in the winning
grove against these. He has good early trot and the rail, so with that said, a
favorable trip can have this 6-year-old greet the cameraman for pictures.

SWEET JUSTICE (NW11500) sat last behind a rocky-gaited foe, angled in
the stretch and finished very willingly with no shot; drops next week.
LET HER ROCK (NW5000) showed some signs of life with sneaky late pace
and gets to stay in the same class next time.
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Ei Ei O ready for Dexter Cup eliminations
By Ken Weingartner
Brian Burton has no idea what to expect in
the weeks ahead, but he is looking forward to
finding out.
Burton is the driver of Ei Ei O, another
pacing-sired trotter from the stable of
breeder/owner/trainer Richard Hans. The
lightly raced 3-year-old is eligible to this
year’s Hambletonian Stakes, but will first
have to prove himself on the Grand Circuit
stage.
His first opportunity is Saturday when the
road to the Hambletonian begins with two
eliminations for the Dexter Cup at Freehold
Raceway. The Dexter Cup is the traditional
launch of the Hambletonian chase and eight
of the 17 horses entered in this year’s event
are also staked to harness racing’s premier
race for 3-year-old trotters.
The first eight-horse elimination features,
in post order, Another Chapter, Southwind
Cruze, Sir John F, Texican, Explosive,
Eternal Patrol, Lars Perry, and Southwind
Woody. The second division has Gustavo
Fring, Madison Muscle, Muscle High, Lord
Cromwell, Ei Ei O, Earl Variera, Arch Credit,
and Muzzy’s Muscles. The connections of
Southwind Cobra accepted a bye based on
career purses.
Joining Ei Ei O as Hambletonian eligible
are Another Chapter, Sir John F, Eternal
Patrol, Southwind Woody, Madison Muscle,
Earl Variera, and Southwind Cobra.
Southwind Cobra’s foes in the $143,737
Dexter Cup final on May 6 will be the top
three finishers from each elimination plus
one fourth-place finisher chosen by lot.
Ei Ei O is a son of pacer Cam’s Rocket out
of the trotting mare My Baby Momma. His
granddam is Kora’s Trotter, who with Cam’s
Rocket produced Hans’ multiple-stakeswinning world champion Googoo Gaagaa.
Unraced at age 2 because of a minor leg
injury, Ei Ei O has won his only two races
this year, both with Burton in the sulky. The
colt heads to his Dexter Cup elimination off
an 11-1/2 length victory in 1:55 at Rosecroft
Raceway. In his debut, a 1:57 triumph at Rosecroft, he trotted his back half in :56.
“It’s very exciting; I’m grateful to Richard
for giving me the opportunity to drive this
trotter,” Burton said. “Richard has said this
horse could be as good, or better, than Goo. I
guess we’re getting ready to start finding this
stuff out.”
The 39-year-old Burton was last fall’s leading trainer at Rosecroft Raceway, where
he also drives regularly. Burton followed
his father, Martin, into harness racing, but
not before getting English and journalism
degrees and trying his hand at several other
professions, including sports writing and
sales.
Burton and Hans, both Maryland residents, began working together last year.
Burton drove Hans’ Maryland Sire Stakes
standout Hybrid Henry (also by Cam’s
Rocket) last season at age 2.
Ei Ei O is inexperienced, but possesses a

Weiss Finals
feature potential
top 3-year-olds
By Derick Giwner

Rosecroft Raceway

Brian Burton will drive 3-year-old trotting prospect Ei Ei O.

similarly fluid stride as Googoo Gaagaa. In
2012, Googoo Gaagaa won the Beal Memorial
in a world-record 1:50 4/5 and captured the
Colonial by a neck over Hambletonian champion Market Share. Googoo Gaagaa was not
eligible to the Hambletonian.
“I know it’s just Rosecroft and competition
wise it’s not what (Ei Ei O’s) going to face on
Saturday, but the speed and the ability that he
showed, and the bottomless tank he’s showed
so far, has been really impressive,” Burton
said. “His greenness is his biggest obstacle.
“It’s unconventional breeding, but the
greatest thing about the Cam’s Rocket breed
is they all try. And most, like EI, get around
turns like they’re pacers. There’s no hitch in
theses horses’ giddy up.”
Burton is not going to think about the
Hambletonian, but is hoping Ei Ei O can
provide thrills this year.
“We’ve got to get by Saturday first,” said
Burton, who has won 396 career races as a
driver, including four at Freehold. “Hopefully we do well and get into the final.
“I talked to (Googoo Gaagaa’s regular
driver) Corey Callahan and said this could be
the ride of a lifetime. He said, ‘You’re right,
it could be.’ He gave me a little bit of advice
about driving EI on Saturday and we’ll go
from there.”

-Courtesy of Harness Racing Communications, a
division of the U.S. Trotting Association. For more
information, please visit www.ustrotting.com

Two nearly flawless 3-year-olds will
take to the track at The Downs at Mohegan Sun Pocono early next week in an
attempt to continue their recent success
in the Bobby Weiss Series Finals.
On Monday, the track will host two
$30,000 Finals for 3 & 4-year-old pacers
of both sexes followed by another Final
on Tuesday for Filly and Mare trotters.
The star attraction on Monday is
clearly Highalator. Trained by Jenny
Bier for Daryl Bier and Charles
Dombeck, Highalator has won eight
of nine career starts and looks for the
series sweep in Monday’s tenth race with
regular driver Victor Kirby in the bike.
Highalator skipped last week’s Weiss
and tuned up for the Final with a 1:53
score over the Pocono surface in a conditioned race. Monday’s race will perhaps
present the first real challenge of the
3-year-old’s career as he faces a pair of
sharp 4-year-olds to his inside in Dash
Of Danger, winner of four of his last five
starts for trainer Ron Burke, and Dakota
Jack, two-time series winner with two
sub 1:52 winning miles, faster than
Highalator has ever travelled.
In the co-feature on the card, Cousin
Mary should be odds-on to capture the
filly and mare division from post four
in race 11. The Andrew Harris-trained
4-year-old has already swept the Petticoat
series at Yonkers Raceway and the Weiss
preliminaries over the last two months.
Checkmate Time returned from a
long vacation in last week’s final round
of Weiss action for trotting fillies and
promptly recorded the fastest mile by
a 3-year-old trotter in 2017 with a 1:53
3/5 win. She’ll start from post four with
John Campbell in the bike looking to
keep the success rolling in Tuesday’s
tenth race at Pocono.
Checkmate Time won two of three
starts as a 2-year-old and was actually
favroed versus last year’s divisional
champion Ariana G in the New Jersey
Sire Stakes Final, but she was interefered with and lost all chance. Despite
not racing since the Sire Stakes last
July, the Dennis A. Laterza trainee won
by five lengths and is being pointed for
major races this summer including the
Del Miller at The Meadowlands. After
the Weiss she is scheduled to race in the
New Jersey Sire Stakes at The Meadowlands where she will likely meet up with
Ariana G once again.
Post time for the Monday and Tuesday
cards at Pocono is 6:30 p.m.

